DE54436 Cannot change the prstart of Task object after XOG update
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Project
15.6.1
Cosmetic
SUMMARY: After updating a task by XOG, the start date cannot be modified in the application.
The change is not saved, it will be reverted to original date. It seems to happen only to tasks
where the ETC is set to zero. If you perform the same steps for an ETC sum greater than zero,
the task is editable in the UI after doing the XOG update.
Expected Results: The Start date can be changed through the UI.
Actual Results: The Start date cannot be changed through the UI any more. It will be reverted
to original date.
Workaround: Set some value in the ETC field.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB n/a

DE56018 Unable to export project assignments to CSV when the total amount of
records is higher than 500
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Admin
15.7.1
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Unable to export project assignments to CSV when the total amount of records is
higher than 500.
Expected Results: Data to be exported to CSV successfully.
Actual Results: The job fails and no data is exported. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: bg-ca.log file
shows the following error:ERROR 2020-06-29 09:07:46,055 [Dispatch Export to CSV Job :
bg@lvntest004131 (tenant=clarity)] niku.njs (clarity:admin:475702292__9C1D2BA4-2BC3499A-9076-749BED4E36F1:Export to CSV Job) Error executing job:
12432325java.lang.Exception: Export Job Failed: 404api.invalidResourceIdAPI-1004 : Invalid
resource identifier assignments. at
com.niku.njs.listeners.CSVExportJobListener.scheduledEventFired(CSVExportJobListener.java:2
03) at com.niku.njs.Dispatcher$BGTask.run(Dispatcher.java:657) at
java.base/java.util.concurrent.ThreadPoolExecutor.runWorker(ThreadPoolExecutor.java:1128)
at
java.base/java.util.concurrent.ThreadPoolExecutor$Worker.run(ThreadPoolExecutor.java:628)
at java.base/java.lang.Thread.run(Thread.java:834)
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 194006
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=194006

DE60656 URL Attribute Type Fields are not editable in the Modern UX in some
browser versions
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

UI Infrastructure
15.9.1
Major Problem
SUMMARY: URL Attribute Type Fields are not editable in the New UI in some browser versions.
You can edit them from the grid list view and in Classic Clarity, but from the properties tab,
they are not editable. Browser versions impacted include: - Chrome 90.0.4430.85 - Chrome
89.0.4389.128 (64-bit) - Chrome: 89.0.4389.90 - Firefox 88.0 (64-bit) - Firefox 78.2.0esr (32bit) - Microsoft Edge 90.0.818.42 (64-bit)
Expected Results: The URL field is editable.
Actual Results: The URL field is not editable (the pencil (edit) icon is missing).
Workaround: Edit the URL field from the project in Classic, or add the URL field to the project
grid list view in Modern UX.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 213290
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=213290

DE60897 Duplicate Status Reports generated
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Project
15.9
Major Problem
SUMMARY: Duplicate Status Reports generated
Expected Results: Only a single report should be generated.
Actual Results: One will generate for each time you click on the ""Status"" module.
Workaround: The Report Status needs to be changed back to ""Draft"" to stop generating
reports.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 214612
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=214612

DE60895 MUX UI View Save As does not retain changes made in the Details Fly out
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

UI Infrastructure
15.9.1.1
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Make a change to the Details fly out page and then Save As to save the view, if I
open the Details page again, it it not saved and reverts back to OOTB view.
Expected Results: See the Details fly-out configuration from the view you copied.
Actual Results: See the stock default Details fly-out configuration.

Workaround: If you click Save As when the Details flyout is open, then it Saves fine. Also, if you
refresh the page, it shows the changes.
Resolution: Fixed with a Code Change for DE60862.
Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 216392
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=216392

DE59592 Performance on Investment based sub-objects is bad compared to
project based sub-objects when no global rights are granted to the user
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Admin
15.9
Major Problem
SUMMARY: Performance on Investment-based sub-objects is bad compared to project-based
sub-objects when no global rights are granted to the user.
Expected Results: Performance is similar as to the project sub-object
Actual Results: Performance is bad compared to the project sub-objectAdditional Information
(not a feasible workaround): If sub-object global edit, view rights are given to the user the
performance is much better. But then, the user is able to see (through portlets) sub-object
instances of projects he does not have access to.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 215824
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=215824

DE60796 Expanding Sub-object View Not Expanding at the Bottom in New UI
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

UI Infrastructure
15.9.1
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: In MUX, Grid View, when opening flyout details on an investment with a long list of
attributes, the bottom of the list runs off the bottom of the page and is not accessible.
Expected Results: See all the fields you have added to more than one page worth of fields at
the bottom, and all of the list of fields are visible/accessible.
Actual Results: As you add more than one page worth of fields, the fields at the bottom are not
visible, and the list of fields to select from won't show the bottom of the list.
Workaround: In Edit view, press tab to access fields off screen. In Configure view, add the fields
that go on the bottom first and then additional fields above them. In Configure view, filter the
list of fields to add, to see those that aren't visible off the bottom of the list. If you don't have
Edit access, add the fields to the grid view of the sub-object to see the information.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3

Knowledgebase Article KB 213907
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=213907

DE60862 New UI Details Flyout Configuration Doesn't Change When View
Selection is Changed
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

UI Infrastructure
15.9.1
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Modern UX Details Flyout configuration doesn't change when the View selection is
changed.
Expected Results: Grid view configuration updates and Details fly-out configuration updates.
Actual Results: Grid view configuration updates but Details fly-out configuration does not
update.
Workaround: Close details fly-out before changing the view selection and re-open the Details
fly-out.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3, 15.9.2.1
Knowledgebase Article KB 214343
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=214343

DE60983 Flyout does not refresh if switching a saved view when it's still open
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

UI Infrastructure
15.9.2
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Flyout does not refresh if switching a saved view when it's still open.
Expected Results: The Flyout should reload to open the Test 2 View with no Objective /
Description field.
Actual Results: The Flyout does not reload and we have the Test 1 flyout still open.
Workaround: Close the Flyout before switching the Views.

Resolution: Fixed with a Code Change for DE60862.
Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 215372
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=215372

DE52719 Display Mapping for Boolean Attribute automatically updated to Type:
'Color' instead of Type: 'Icon'
Category Admin
Found in Release 15.4.1
Severity Major Problem

Summary SUMMARY: When you delete a Custom Object that has at least 1 Boolean attribute, the Display
Mapping for Boolean Attribute of all Objects were automatically updated to Type: 'Color'
instead of Type: 'Icon'. Any custom Icon display mappings on other objects are gone.
Expected Results: Custom Boolean attribute created on Project object in step 3 should have
Display mapping type to 'Icon'.
Actual Results: Display mapping type for Custom Boolean attribute created on Project object
in Step 3 is removed. It changes to 'Color' and if you switch to Icon, it has the default values. It
does not have the custom mappings that were saved prior to deleting the Custom Object.
Workaround: None. If this happens, all Boolean attributes will need to be reconfigured.
Fixed in Release 15.9.3, 15.9.2.1
Knowledgebase Article KB 206830
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=206830

DE60586 Details Fly-out configuration is not retained for a sub-object
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

UI Infrastructure
15.9.1
Major Problem
SUMMARY: Modern UX - A Sub-object of a project is not saving changes when trying to use
'Configure' in the Details fly-out tab.
Expected Results: The Large script attribute is saved at the top of the page.
Actual Results: The large script attribute is moved to the bottom of the page.
Workaround: Do not try to resize any fields.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 216393
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=216393

DE60492 List Views - 'Object Attribute Overrides' does not work for Actions with
Type as 'Job'
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Studio
15.9.1
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: List Views - 'Object Attribute Overrides' does not work for Actions with Type as
'Job'.
Expected Results: Value against ""Investment"" in step 14 and step 13 are the same. Note that
this was the behaviour in versions such as 15.5.0.
Actual Results: Value against ""Investment"" field is different in steps 14 and 13. The list view
did not pass on the ""Object Attribute Overrides"" setting to the Job.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 212752
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=212752

DE60195 When you have a process with start condition based on OBS and one of
the OBS name gets changed process will start throwing an error in the
bg-ca.log and process will not start
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

BPM
15.9.1
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: When you have a process with start condition based on OBS and one of the OBS
name gets changed process will start throwing an error in the bg-ca.log and process will not
start.
Expected Results: It should not allow process start condition to be evaluated if OBS name has
changed so that Admin can correct the start condition.
Actual Results: it is allowing process start condition to be evaluated but then error is seen in
the bg-ca.log and process does not start.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3, 15.9.2.1
Knowledgebase Article KB 211217
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=211217

DE60175 Inconsistent filtering on Team Member in Project Tiles (Modern UX)
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Project
15.8.1
Major Problem
SUMMARY: Inconsistent filtering on Team Member in Project Tiles (Modern UX). The issue is
reproducible on a large dataset.
Expected Results: To see those team members as they should display in the filter.
Actual Results: Those team members do not display in the filter. If you go to another page, i.e.
Ideas and then come back and look for them again in the same filter, they display correctly.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 211078
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=211078

DE59723 Scrolling Horizontally a Lookup Displays Header Out of the View Area
Category Admin
Found in Release 15.9
Severity Minor Problem

Summary SUMMARY: Using Chrome or Edge (Chromium build), scrolling a lookup preview horizontally
would make the table header appear out of the table view area and popup.
Expected Results: The table column headers get hidden by the limits of the table view area (left
side) as scrolling horizontally to the right.
Actual Results: The table column headers get out of the table view area and pop-up from the
left side.
Workaround: None.
Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 208266
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=208266

DE54404 When XOG in custom master object it creates 2 general views properties
category for non system partition
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Admin
15.5.1
Major Problem
SUMMARY: When XOG in custom master object it creates 2 general views properties category
for a non-system partition.
Expected Results: The XOG action should only create one set of General Views.
Actual Results: The XOG action created two sets of General Views.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 188718
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=188718

DE60712 Timesheet Notes remained after timesheet was deleted by running
Delete Investments and Time Reporting Periods job
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Admin
15.9.1
Major Problem
SUMMARY: Timesheet Notes remained after timesheet was deleted by running Delete
Investments and Time Reporting Periods job.
Expected Results: The timesheet and time entries along with its corresponding notes are
removed.
Actual Results: The timesheet notes remain. Only the time entry notes are removed.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3

Knowledgebase Article KB 213525
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=213525

DE60278 Parameterized lookup shows no values in the drop down list in the
Modern UX
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

UI Infrastructure
15.8.1
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Parameterized lookup shows no values in the drop down list in the Modern UX.
The lookup works correctly in Classic Clarity.
Expected Results: The attribute shows all milestones for the project as available to select from.
Actual Results: The drop down list is blank and no values can be selected. In the app-ca.logs,
the following error shows: ERROR 2021-03-29 14:41:05,767 [http-nio-80-exec-35] ppm.rest
(clarity:admin:…:PPM_REST_API) LookupFilterParser :: The lookup [Custom_AttributeName]
filter [((searchText startsWith '%') and (param_param_project = 6945287))]
attribute[param_param_project] has invalid value [6945287].
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3, 15.9.2.1
Knowledgebase Article KB 211637
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=211637

DE58112 Copy instance action missing in custom objects
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Studio
15.8.1
Major Problem
SUMMARY: Not able to use the copy action in custom object instances. Not able to use the
copy action in custom object instances, a feature that used to work in previous PPM releases.
Expected Results: The 'Copy Enabled' option is checked.
Actual Results: The 'Copy Enabled' is not checked and as a result, the action to copy a custom
object instance is not usable.
Workaround: Run the SQL update manually and restart the application services.
odf_objects set is_copy_enabled=1 where code='customobject';

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 200386
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=200386

DE59958 Performance Issue in Timesheet Grid in Modern UX
Category Timesheets
Found in Release 15.9
Severity Major Problem

update

Summary SUMMARY: Performance lag when filtering on certain attributes like Active and Status in
Modern UX timesheet grid with medium to large dataset where active users are more than 5k.
Expected Results: The data retrieval should be fast.
Actual Results: The data retrieval takes around 5 minutes for a recordset of 85k with the filter
applied.
Workaround: Remove the filter and data retrieval should be fast and also reduce the dataset
by applying more filter like time period.
Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 209655
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=209655

DE58111 Modern UX - When saving a Grid view in Projects with over 60 columns,
the columns get re-ordered after saving
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

UI Infrastructure
15.8.1
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Modern UX - When saving a Grid view in Projects with over 60 columns, the
columns get re-ordered after saving.
Expected Results: Column order is retained after saving and refreshing.
Actual Results: The order of the columns gets randomized upon refresh of the view.
Workaround: Restrict the number of columns in the view to 60 or under.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 200378
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=200378

DE60751 Modern UX API-1019 Error With Group By Filter When List View Contains
An Attachment Field
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

UI Infrastructure
15.9.1
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: In the Idea, Projects, Custom Investments, or Custom Objects modules, when
performing a Group By in the list view containing an attachment field, the generic error
appears: API-1019 : Could not process the request due to internal error.
Expected Results: The 'Group By' filter should group by the selected column without any
errors.
Actual Results: API-1019 : Could not process the request due to internal error.
Workaround: Remove the attachment attribute from the list view if using Group By.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3, 15.9.2.1
Knowledgebase Article KB 213488
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=213488

DE55923 Return button from third level child object redirects incorrectly
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Studio
15.8
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Return button from third level child object redirects incorrectly.
Expected Results: We get navigated to Level 2 list page.
Actual Results: We get navigated to a blank Project Properties tab, with fields missing in it.
Same behaviour is observed with any other custom object hierarchy.
Workaround: Use alternate navigation.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 193744
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=193744

DE59052 New UX Allows Locked Project to be Opened in Read-Write Mode in
MSP/OWB
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

MSP/OWB
15.8
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: New UX Allows Locked Project to be Opened in Read-Write Mode in MSP/OWB.
Expected Results: The option to open the project in 'Microsoft Project Read-Write'(or OWB) is
not available since the project is locked.
Actual Results: The option to open the project in 'Microsoft Project Read-Write' (or OWB) is
available and selecting it open the project in MSP/OWB. Once the project opens, it is noted
that the predecessor and successor columns are blank. If User1 releases the lock on the project
and User2 does not notice that the dependencies are not included in the file and is to save the
project back to Clarity, the task dependencies are deleted from Clarity as well. Note that if the
project was opened by User2 as Read-Only, the task predecessors and successors do appear on
the project MPP.
Workaround: Currently there are no workarounds as unlock/lock feature is not available in
NEW UX.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 205074
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=205074

DE60703 When Using a ROW_NUMBER Function in MSSQL Query, Sorting Does
Not Work in Modern UX

Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Studio
15.9.1
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: While using a lookup based on a query that has the ROW_NUMBER function in
MSSQL, ordering by the column in the Modern UX does not work and makes all the results
disappear.
Expected Results: It correctly does ascending/descending sort.
Actual Results: All rows for this custom object disappear. A ""No Rows To Show"" message is
displayed.
Workaround: Do not use the ROW_NUMBER function in the query.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3, 15.9.2.1
Knowledgebase Article KB 213447
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=213447

DE60890 Department OBS is being reset to the default regardless of whether there
is a value set
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Financials
15.9.1.1
Major Problem
SUMMARY: After upgrading to 15.9.1 patch 1, any changes to any Project attributes in both
Classic and MUX are causing the Department OBS to be reset to the default. The Department
OBS field isn't visible on the Create or Edit views in Classic or MUX. It appears this may be a
side effect of the fix for DE56545. If the field is not added to the Edit View in Classic, updating
any Project attributes resets the Department OBS to the default whether there's already a
value set or not. This is the same behavior in the New UX if the field is not on the blueprint. If
the field is added to the Edit View in Classic, updating any Project attributes does not reset the
Department OBS. If the field is added to the Blueprint in MUX, updating any Project attributes
on the Project still resets the Department OBS to the default regardless of a value being set or
not. If Financial plans are already created on the project, the following error is generated in
Classic and Modern instead of the Department being changed: Error: The department cannot
be changed to a different entity after financial plans have been created. Use case #1 – Classic
Clarity
Expected Result: Department OBS remains as the value set for the project.
Actual Result: Department OBS changes to the default value set on the project object. Use
case #2 - Modern UX STEPS TO REPRODUCE: 1. In Modern UX, create a new project with a
Department OBS value inputted (Example Department1) 2. In Classic Clarity, go to
Administration->Studio->Objects->Project->Attributes 3. Click on the Department OBS
attribute 4. Enter a Default (different than the one selected in step 1, ie Department2) and
click Save and Return 5. Click on the Views tab 6. In the Modern UX, navigate to the project
Properties for the project created in step 1 7. Change any value on the page (example: change
the Project Start Date)
Note: If there are financial plans already on the project, you will get
an unexpected error at this step: The department cannot be changed to a different entity after
financial plans have been created 8. Add Department OBS to the Project grid view and view the
Department value for the project Expected Results: Department OBS remains as the value set

for the project. Actual Results: Department OBS changes to the default value set on the project
object.
Workaround: In Classic: Add the Department OBS to the Edit layout view **OR** Delete the
default value for the Department OBS attribute. In Modern UX: Delete the default value for
the Department OBS attribute.
Fixed in Release 15.9.3, 15.9.2.1
Knowledgebase Article KB 214524
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=214524

DE60655 Project Status Summary Report requires Weekly Slices for Gauges to
Work
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

DataWarehouse
15.9.1
Cosmetic
SUMMARY: The gauges on the Project Status Summary report for Burn Rate Against Baseline
need to have Weekly Slices included in Data Warehouse from the Administration / General
Settings / System Options Page.
Expected Results: Report populates data into the gauges.
Actual Results: The gauges do not move and stay at 0.
Workaround: Include Weekly Slices in the Data Warehouse.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 216191
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=216191

DE61039 After upgrade to 15.9.2 System Actions in Processes Erroring based on
custom investments
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

BPM
15.9.2
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: After upgrade to 15.9.2 System Actions in Processes Erroring based on custom
investments.
Expected Results: The process completes successfully.
Actual Results: The process errors BPM-0522: Internal Process Engine Error. Contact your site
administrator (Error executing action).
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3, 15.9.2.1
Knowledgebase Article KB 215668
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=215668

DE60340 Portlet Export button on Portlet List page exports portlet but processing
circle spins continuously
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Studio
15.9.1
Cosmetic
SUMMARY: Portlet Export button on Portlet List page exports portlet as expected, but the
processing circle spins continuously. The page refresh by F5 key will stop the spinning.
Expected Results: The processing circle at the top of right corner will stop when export is
complete.
Actual Results: The processing circle at the top of right corner will NOT stop when export is
complete.
Workaround: Refresh the page.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB n/a

DE60746 Percent (%) Complete Decimal issue on Status Reports in MUX
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Project
15.9.1
Cosmetic
SUMMARY: Percent (%) Complete Decimal issue on Status Reports in the Modern UX.
Expected Results: % Complete decimal should display same as on the Tasks tab which is 2
decimals.
Actual Results: % Complete decimal does not respect decimal set in the Studio.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 213588
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=213588

DE60902 Invalid value(s) in request for planType error when accessing a project
through the Financials visual on the Project Tile
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Blueprints
15.9.1
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Invalid value(s) in request for planType error when accessing a project through the
Financials visual on the Project Tile.
Expected Results: The project Financials Module is loaded.

Actual results: The Project Financials module does not load and errors: Invalid value(s) in
request for planType. Additional information: Notice that the URL does not load the module
and passes a null value. The error only happens when you access the project through the
Financials visual.
Workaround: Once the error appears if you go to the next tab and come back to the Financials
module, this loads fine.
Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 214658
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=214658

DE59190 Timesheet 'Review & Approve' page in Modern UX redirect to 'My
Timesheet' tab
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Timesheets
15.8.1
Major Problem
SUMMARY: When using Microsoft Edge chromium which is set as default browser to access
Timesheet 'Review & Approve' page in Modern UX via a url, the page lands on 'My Timesheet'
tab instead. This is behaviour is seen in some Windows 10 environments.
Expected Results: The page should land on Timesheet 'Review & Approve' page in Modern UX.
Actual Results: The page lands on 'My Timesheet' tab instead.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 217125
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=217125

DE60161 The Sort Order on Static Dependent Lookups displays the values sorted
for the first 25 records only in the Modern UX
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Blueprints
15.9.1
Major Problem
SUMMARY: Manual Sort order on static dependent lookups displays the values sorted for the
first 25 records only in the Modern UX within the lookup field.It happens on the Blueprint
Properties page, the grid, and the details fly-out. Even if the Lookup has sorting = alphanumeric
the list only sorts the list in the pull-down for the first 25 records.
Expected Results: The values to show in Manual Sort Order or the Alphanumeric Sort Order as
set up in Studio as you scroll down the list within the lookup field.
Actual Results: The values of the first 25 records show only in the Manual or Alphanumeric Sort
Order.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3, 15.9.2.1
Knowledgebase Article KB 211005
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=211005

DE61020 Negative Cost Variance displays as ""("" instead of a negative value in
Modern UX Financials Module
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

UI Infrastructure
15.9.2
Major Problem
SUMMARY: When the Cost Variance is negative, it displays the variance as ""("" and not the
negative number, whereas in Financial Plans, it displays the correct variance number.
Expected Results: Value displayed for Cost Variance is in parenthesis (500) to reflect a negative
value.
Actual Results: The number is not displayed, just the first part of the parenthesis '(' is shown.
Workaround: None aside from using the Financial Plans module.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3, 15.9.2.1
Knowledgebase Article KB 215455
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=215455

DE60917 XOG write fails if MVL attribute is present on RISK object
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Studio
15.9.1
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Cannot update RISK via XOG if a MVL attribute is present.
Expected Results: XOG IN to be successful.
Actual Results: XOG IN fails with XOG-6010: Failed to import risk/issue/change request.
Workaround: None (The argument to ignore custom attribute values not appearing to be good
for Risk object) e.g, <args name=""include_custom"" value=""false""/>The issue cannot be
replicated on the project object.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 214883
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=214883

DE60900 Unable to set up the same IDP entity ID in SAML
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Install/Upgrade
15.9.1
Major Problem
SUMMARY: Unable to set up the same IDP entity ID in SAML. Starting 15.9.1. There is a new
unique index CMN_SEC_SAML_CONFIGS_U3 that enforces a unique value in Entity ID.As per
SAAS SM this is going to be a problem in two scenarios: - Customer has an IDP for their users,

and we setup another IDP for our users (SAAS). This has been confirmed by Engineering as
possible. - A customer changes their IDP. We enter the information in which creates a new
line. The old one becomes inactive and the new one is active. The entity is still the same.
Expected Results: For the value to saved successfully.
Actual Results: The value is not saved, error message: ODF-0015: Value must be unique.
Workaround: None.
Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB n/a

DE61002 CMN-0013: Value for attribute 'xxxxx' is out of range
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Studio
15.9.2
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: If the Date type attribute is configured with ""Rolling Date"" of ""Validation To""
to Today, the data will not be saved. ""CMN-0013: Value for attribute 'xxxxx' is out of range""
error message pop up.
Expected Results: The date of today is saved.
Actual Results: The date of today is not saved with a toaster error message -- CMN-0013: Value
for attribute 'custDate1' is out of range.
Workaround: Once enter yesterday's date into the date type attribute and change it to the
Today date value.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB n/a

DE61027 XOG failing with some special characters like certain logos
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Admin
15.8.1.4
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: The logo Unicode character (https://unicode-table.com/en/F8FF/) can be entered
in the Modern UX. Performing a XOG out of an instance with the logo works, but doing a XOG
in of the same output will fail with an error like ""Input document contains Illegal HTML
character for object project"".
Expected Results: XOG write completes successfully.
Actual Results: XOG write fails with a 'FATAL' error and ""Input document contains Illegal HTML
character for object project"" exception.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3, 15.8.1.6

Knowledgebase Article KB 215602
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=215602

DE60568 Portlet Timesheet overview doesn't filter Services with OBS filter
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Add-Ins
15.8.1
Cosmetic
SUMMARY: The OBS Filter on Timesheet Overview page does not retrieve Service Investments
associated with the selected OBS Units. It appears that the OBS Filter only works for Project
Investments.
Expected Results: The Service created in Step 1 is retrieved because Time Entries are
submitted.
Actual Results: No Service names are retrieved.
Workaround: Use a different filter.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 213639
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=213639

DE58614 [Classic] Export to CSV is not working correctly for Attachment attributes
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Admin
15.6.1
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Although the Document is deleted and cannot be seen in Clarity, when the
attachment field is included in the configuration of the list view for an Export to CSV, in some
cases you still see the reference to an internal record ID or the Export does not generate
output as expected. The use case below was reported by the customer and upon further
investigation, it is determined this is occurring for any Attachment type attribute on any
object. The Export to CSV for a list view that includes the Attachment attribute must be done
from Classic because this type of field is not yet available on the Modern UX generic grid.
Expected Results: Nothing is displayed in the Document column in the exported csv file.
Actual Results: Document/Folder ID is displayed.
Workaround: The user can remove the column from the export or not include it in the Clarity
page. USE CASE #2: (In Classic)1. Create 2 'Attachment' attributes on the Project Object
Attribute #1 = Attachment MVL Attribute #2 = Attachment SVL 2. Add both of these
attributes on the Project Properties page and the Project List View 3. Go to Home, Projects,
and filter for 1 project in the list 4. Go to the project properties page and upload some files and
save 5. Go to the Project List View and see the filenames appear in the columns 6. Go to the
project properties page and delete these files and save 7. Go to the Project List View and see
the filenames DO NOT appear in the columns 8. Go to Options, Export to CSV Actual Results:
Open the file in Excel and see some weird characters in cell A1. If you remove both
'attachment' columns the export works fine now.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3

Knowledgebase Article KB n/a

DE57185 Cost Field (Changes) - currency changes
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

UI Infrastructure
15.8
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: The 'Change in Cost' field when entering a value initially does display dollar ($)
currency instead of System Currency which is GBP. After saving the value when you move away
from the page then come back again then you find that GBP currency is now displayed.
Expected Results: The value in 'Change In Cost' field should display as £70 (70 pounds).
Actual Results: The value in 'Change In Cost' field display as $70 (70 dollars).
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 216946
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=216946

DE59909 ODF-0287: Must specify a object attribute ID to be mapped error when
setting a Default Value on Task Object Charge Code attribute
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Admin
15.9.1
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: ODF-0287: Must specify a object attribute ID to be mapped error when setting a
Default Value on Task Object Charge Code attribute. The Administrator cannot set a Default
value on some stock lookups because of the missing 'Object Attribute ID' value on the Lookup
Parameter Mappings fields. This is a follow-up to DE52155, and the issue is still happening on
the Task Object.
Expected Results: The Default Value gets saved without any error.
Actual Results: The application generates an error message ""ODF-0287: Must specify a object
attribute ID to be mapped"" indicating the Object Attribute ID value is missing for one or more
of the Lookup Parameter Mapping fields.
Workaround: None. The administrator is not able to update the Lookup Parameter Mappings
and thus is not able to set a default value for the attribute.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 209381
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=209381

DE60431 Modern UX - Resource Management - Error when Role or Requirement
Name has Quote (/pm/#/resourcemanagement)
Category Staffing
Found in Release 15.8.1

Severity Cosmetic
Summary SUMMARY: In the 'Requests' section of Modern UX Staffing page, the flyout page of an
Investment does not display when a role name contains special characters like a single quote.
EG: (Arch').
Expected Results: The fly-out page of the investment to open up.
Actual Results: The fly-out page of the investment does not open.
Workaround: Remove all special characters in Role and Requirement Names.
Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 219988
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=219988

DE60684 Timesheet Notes Get Duplicated When Entered Using Firefox Browser
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Timesheets
15.9.1
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: After upgrading to 15.9.1, when posting a note in the Modern UX Timesheets, it
posts twice. This duplication occurs when using the Mozilla Firefox browser.
Expected Results: A note on the timesheet or time entry appears.
Actual Results: The note entered on the timesheet or time entry displays twice.
Workaround: Delete the duplicated note or use a browser other than Firefox.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 213207
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=213207

DE60991 After upgrade to 15.9.2 unable to create Risks for Idea, Projects and
Custom Investments
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Project
15.9.2
Major Problem
SUMMARY: After upgrade to 15.9.2 unable to create Risks for Idea, Projects and Custom
Investments.
Expected Results: Should be able to successfully create Risks.
Actual Results: Unable to create Risk, getting system error. Note: Same issue when creating
Risks from projects and CIT, as well as from Classic from Projects.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3, 15.9.2.1
Knowledgebase Article KB 215960
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=215960

DE61118 Timeline Column for Task Duration shows an inflated value
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Tasks
15.9.2
Cosmetic
SUMMARY: The Timeline Column for Duration has inflated values as compared to the value in
the fly-out or on the grid.
Expected Results: The Duration value in the Timeline Column cell should equal 20 days.
Actual Results: The Duration value shows 25 days.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 216456
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=216456

DE60415 Roadmap synchronization field Name and Sponsor - not working
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Roadmaps
15.8.1
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Roadmap synchronization for the project Name or Sponsor does not refresh.
Expected Results: The Project name and Sponsor should get updated on the Roadmap Item.
Actual Results: No change.
Workaround: Manually update the fields.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 214440
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=214440

DE60843 Benefit Plan not saved with Cost Plan if added at 'Submit for Approval'
step in Modern UX
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Financials
15.9.1
Cosmetic
SUMMARY: Benefit Plan not saved with the Cost Plan and Budget if added at 'Submit for
Approval' step in the Modern User Experience Financials Module.
Expected Results: The Benefit Plan selected when submitting the cost plan for approval is
populated in the Benefit Plan column.
Actual Results: The Benefit Plan field is blank.

Workaround: Manually populate the Benefit Plan from the grid list view for both the Cost Plan
and Budget. For the Cost Plan, the Benefit Plan can also be populated from the Cost Plan Detail
flyout.
Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 214175
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=214175

DE60226 Custom Fiscal Time-varying Percentage attribute data is not correct
when copying a financial plan
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Financials
15.9.1
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: When you copy a financial Cost Plan or Benefit Plan that has a custom time-varying
attribute defined with 'Percentage' for the Time-varying Data Units, the data that is copied
over is different than the source value.
Expected Results: Values to be copied as per original plan.
Actual Results: The values on the target cost plan or benefit plan are exponentially higher.
10.00% = 267,840.00% (Jan-2021 - 31 days) 20.00% = 483,840.00% (Feb-2021 - 28 days) 30.00%
= 803,520.00% (Mar-2021 - 31 days) 40.00% = 1,036,800.00% (Apr-2021 30 days) -10.00% = 267,840.00% (Jan-2021) -20.00% = -483,840.00% (Feb-2021) -30.00% = -803,520.00% (Mar2021) -40.00% = -1,036,800.00% (Apr-2021)
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 211464
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=211464

DE61091 Remove Job Logs and Report Library entries Clarity job is failing in both
scheduled and manual runs (Clarity 15.9.2 PG)
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Admin
15.9.2
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Clarity 15.9.2 (PostgreSQL Only). The 'Remove Job Logs and Report Library Entries'
job is failing in both scheduled and manual runs (Failure message: NJS-0401: Execution of job
failed.)
Expected Results: The job completes/removes the entries from Jobs - Log and the immediate
entries from Jobs - Scheduled jobs.
Actual Results: Job fails with NJS-0401: Execution of job failed.
The SP
cmn_job_logs_delete_sp is missing on PostgreSQL, not on Oracle, not on MSSQL.
Per the
Bg-ca.log, the SP is missing:
ERROR 2021-05-25 11:12:12,036 [Dispatch Remove Job Logs
and Report Library entries : bg@clarityurl (tenant=clarity)] niku.njs
(clarity:admin:16964551__C021B1A2-C877-4C99-A40A-AD4A6D349E71:Remove Job Logs and
Report Library entries) Error executing job: 5174531

com.niku.union.persistence.PersistenceException:
SQL error code: 0
Error message:
ERROR: procedure cmn_job_logs_delete_sp(integer, integer, integer, integer) does not exist
Hint: No procedure matches the given name and argument types. You might need to add
explicit type casts.
Workaround: None.
Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 215839
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=215839

DE61061 GCP only: Investment Risk Register report fails if 'Show Associated Risks
and Issues?' is used in the filter options
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Reports
15.9.2
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: GCP only: Investment Risk Register report fails if ""Show Associated Risks and
Issues?"" is used in the filter options.
Expected Results: The 'Show Associated Risks and Issues?' option can be used in the
Investment Risk Register report.
Actual Results: The 'Show Associated Risks and Issues?' causes the Investment Risk Register
report to fail.
Workaround: None. Use another filter option.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3, 15.9.2.1
Knowledgebase Article KB 215734
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=215734

DE60483 Modern UX Notifications Don't show the Investment Name and Task
Name if the Investment is a Custom Investment type
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Admin
15.8.1
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: New UX :- Notifications Doesn't show the Investment Name and Task Name if the
Investment is a custom investment type
Expected Results: A page is Loaded which shows the Investment Name and Task Name which
the Team Member was mentioned along with the conversation text.
Actual Results: A Page is loaded without any Investment Name and Task Name, however user
can see the conversation text. Additional Information: 1. This functionality works well if it's
part of a Project instead of the Custom Investment Type. 2. Looking at the API calls, there is
hardcoded API call to projects APi even though the Investment belongs to a Custom
Investment Type. If conversation is part of Project Below API Call retrieves the task
information.
http://lvntest013888.bpc.broadcom.net/ppm/rest/v1/projects/5006000/tasks/5006000?fields

=investmentName,name,isTask,isMilestone&_cb=1618237639062 If conversation is part of
Custom Investment Type Below API call is issued which returns with a 404 error.
http://lvntest013888.bpc.broadcom.net/ppm/rest/v1/projects/5007004/tasks/5007029?fields
=investmentName,name,isTask,isMilestone&_cb=1618237648559 Both the API calls have
projects hardcoded into it.
Workaround: None.
Fixed in Release 15.9.3, 15.9.2.1
Knowledgebase Article KB n/a

DE59891 Data Missing after Incremental DWH job is ran
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

DataWarehouse
15.9
Major Problem
SUMMARY: Data is missing after running incremental load data warehouse job.
Expected Results: The new and previous data is included.
Actual Results: The data is no longer there.
Workaround: Run Full Load Data Warehouse job.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 209319
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=209319

DE60610 SQL Query Starting with WITH shows invalid in Query Editor in Domain
Designer under Advance Reporting.
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Jaspersoft Integration
15.9.1, JS-7.8
Major Problem
SUMMARY: The Query is not valid. A derived table query must start with Select and contain at
least 4 words or attributes placeholder.
Expected Results: The derived table should validate successfully and created.
Actual Results:The derived table is not created and error 'The Query is not valid. A derived
table query must start with Select and contain at least 4 words or attributes placeholder.'
Workaround: Until the defect is fixed, please use the below options 1. Continue to use
Jaspersoft 7.1.3 2. Please alter your queries and start with SELECT * FROM TABLENAME in your
domains derived tables

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 4350
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=4350

DE60938 Adjusting the Column selection when using group by in Staff Grid causes
extreme slowness
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Staffing
15.9.2
Major Problem
SUMMARY: Removing or adding columns when using group by in Staff grid causes extreme
slowness (up to 5 minutes for the page to display). Chrome shows a popup 'Page Unresponsive'
message.
Expected Results: Page loads within a reasonable time.
Actual Results: Page hangs and a popup window displays 'Page Unresponsive' while 'Loading
data…Please wait' displays in Clarity UI.
Workaround: Do the configuration of adding or removing columns when not in the Group By
mode. Note: This happens when adding/removing any column whether it’s a Totals column or
standard column.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3, 15.9.2.1
Knowledgebase Article KB 215085
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=215085

DE60901 If the Content Package contains a sub object of an object with
'Investment Extension', the Content Add-In Installation failed
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Studio
15.9.1
Cosmetic
SUMMARY: If the Content Package file *.jar contains a sub object of an object with Object
Extension ""Investment Extension"", the Content Add-In Installation failed with the following
errors. [FAILURE] Failure occurred while applying objects/child01.xml Content Add-In
Installation: FAILED. See details for errors. Processing failed... BPM-0531: The job invoked from
the step has failed.
Expected Results: The Sub Object is installed successfully.
Actual Results: The Sub Object installation fails even the master object is included in the
package. The Install Content Add-In Process fails with the following error. [FAILURE]
Failure occurred while applying objects/child01.xml Content Add-In Installation: FAILED. See
details for errors. Processing failed... BPM-0531: The job invoked from the step has failed.
If I add a master (parent) object to the content package on the above step 3, still the same
error appears and the Content Add-In Installation failed.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3, 15.9.2.1
Knowledgebase Article KB n/a

DE59898 'Get Invalid value(s) in request for planType' error when accessing
Financials in the Modern UX

Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Financials
15.8.1
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: 'Get Invalid value(s) in request for planType' error only when user clicks on the
FINANCIALS icon on the PROJECT TILE if there is no existing Cost Plan.
Expected Results:Opens the Financials module.
Actual Results:Receive error ""Get Invalid value(s) in request for planType"" and the page stays
at 'Loading'.
Workaround: Open Project first, then click on 'Financials'.

Resolution: Duplicate of DE60902. Resolved in 15.9.3
Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 216394
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=216394

DE60806 Tabbing in Per Period Metrics, it jumps down one row if you tab quickly
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

UI Infrastructure
15.9.2
Major Problem
SUMMARY: When tabbing with your keyboard in Per Period Metrics, it jumps down one row
instead of to the next column if you tab quickly. This can cause you to incorrectly enter data for
the wrong assignment and period.
Expected Results: Your cursor is taken to the next column (period) in the same row after each
tab until you hit the end of the row where it will go to the last column of the next row.
Actual Results: Intermittently, your cursor is moved down one row and one column (period)
instead of just one column.
Workaround: Wait a few seconds in between each tab on the keyboard, this will help avoid the
issue.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3, 15.9.2.1
Knowledgebase Article KB 213860
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=213860

DE60822 Resource XOG with Calendar Information takes too long
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Admin
15.9.1
Major Problem
SUMMARY: The customer has a Resource Capacity interface that worked quite fast on Clarity
v15.7. But since upgrading to 15.9.1, they noticed that each resource XOG takes a long time.
An average of 7 minutes for each resource XOG. When the interface ran for the entire
weekend (Friday afternoon 3 PM to Monday morning 9 AM), it only updated around 400
resources out of around 1500 resources.
Expected Results: XOG should complete in about 30 seconds.

Actual Results: It takes about three minutes to XOG a single record into the 'prcalendar' table.
Workaround: None.
Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB n/a

DE61033 Creation of Risk Instance Fails in 15.9.2 when you have a custom Lookup
value for RIM_CATEGORY_TYPE lookup
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Studio
15.9.2
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Creation of Risk Instance Fails in 15.9.2 when you have a custom Lookup value for
RIM_CATEGORY_TYPE lookup.
Expected Results: Risk Instance is successfully created.
Actual Results: Risk instance fails to be created with 'Contact system Administrator Error'.
Workaround: Create the risk instance without the Category Type.

Resolution: Duplicate to DE60991.
Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 219215
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=219215

DE61092 Adding user in a conversation with Enter key posts the message
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

UI Infrastructure
15.9.2
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Mentioning a user in a conversation with Enter key stops editing. Mentioning a
user in a conversation ""@ mention"" and adding it with enter key will cause the message to
be sent without the possibility to continue editing the message.
Expected Results: The user is added to the conversation, and it is possible to continue
editing/typing the message of the conversation.
Actual Results: The user is added to the conversation and the message is posted.
Workaround: Add the user to the conversation without using the enter key from the keyboard.
Edit the message previously sent.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 215838
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=215838

DE61069 Unfiltered Blueprint Page Repeating Last 14 Rows

Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Admin
15.9.2
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Blueprint list repeats some of the same blueprints.
Expected Results: Blueprint list is accurate.
Actual Results: Blueprint list shows some blueprints twice (further down the list).
Workaround: Change the browser zoom level.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 217301
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=217301

DE61161 Roadmap target for custom number not updating if Totals Columns uses
Grand Totals
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Roadmaps
15.9.2
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Roadmap targets with a custom number attribute are not moving to In Plan (not
updating based on roadmap item / Investment data) if View Options has Grand Totals set
under Totals Column. This View Option setting should not impact a scalar number used in the
Targets area.
Expected Results: Target is updated based on the roadmap item(s) values. (In above example,
Target amount is 0, In Plan is 1,000 and Variance is -1,000).
Actual Results: Target is not updated. All values remain as 0 (for Target, In Plan, and Variance).
Workaround: In View Options, change Totals Columns to Sum of Periods.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 216005
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=216005

DE56081 Currency Code Is Not Updated on the New UX Details Flyout When
Changing to Another Instance
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

UI Infrastructure
15.8
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: In the New UX, the Details flyout from a list view that uses different currencies in
the same attribute will always show the same currency until the Details flyout is closed. This
currency will be the same as the one of the first record that was selected, although the money
amount is correct.
Expected Results: €20 is displayed.

Actual Results: $20 is displayed. 10. Close the Details flyout, select the instance using EUR 11.
Open the Details flyout - €20 is displayed 12. Select the other currency instance Expected
Results: $10 is displayed. Actual Results: €10 is displayed.
Workaround: None.
Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 194284
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=194284

DE60233 Modern UI Navigation within Financials Module in 15.9.1 - if you click off
of Cost Plans Link you cannot navigate directly back to Cost Plans
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Financials
15.9.1
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: In the Modern UX, the navigation within the FINANCIALS module does not work as
expected. If you do not select a Cost Plan and instead click on Budgets or Benefit plans, you
cannot navigate back to Cost Plans.
Expected Results: The Cost Plans list is displayed.
Actual Results: Nothing happens when clicking on Cost Plans link.
Workaround: Click on the Actual Transactions, and then the Cost Plans link once again
becomes operational.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 211486
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=211486

DE59856 Error on uploading attachments to child project object: 'API-1007: You
are not authorized to process this request'
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Project
15.9.1
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Error on uploading attachments to child project object: ""API-1007: You are not
authorized to process this request"".
Expected Results: Users with access should be able to upload attachments in Modern UX to
child objects of Project.
Actual Results: Users receive an error when trying to upload attachments to child project
objects in the Modern UX.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 209005
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=209005

DE61031 Copy and Paste in New UI with Multiple Paragraphs in a String Field
Pastes Over Multiple Rows
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

UI Infrastructure
15.9.2
Major Problem
SUMMARY: When copying and pasting in the Modern UX Common Grid, the first row's string
field's first paragraph is pasted into the first row's string field. The subsequent blank lines and
paragraphs are attempted to be pasted in the first column's fields down multiple rows. This
can generate the following error: 'You can only copy and paste lookup values for the same
column' as the system is trying to paste blank lines and characters into lookup fields. If the first
column is a string field (Example: Report Name) – these can get overwritten by blank rows and
data from the pasted string field.
Expected Results: All lookup values and the string field are updated, with all paragraphs and
blank lines are pasted into a single String field in the current row.
Actual Results: The first row's lookup values are pasted into the first rows lookup values and
the string field's first paragraph pasted into the first row's string field. The subsequent blank
lines and paragraphs are attempted to be pasted in the first column's fields down multiple
rows. If the first column is a string field, the values get overwritten with the first row’s string
data.
Workaround: Manually copy and paste each string field individually, making sure to double
click into the field being pasted into so the entire string gets pasted into that cell. The only
other option would be to remove the string fields from the grid column when copying and
pasting.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3, 15.9.2.1
Knowledgebase Article KB 215623
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=215623

DE61090 SAML enabled Clarity doesn't support direct logon to New UX
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Install/Upgrade
15.9.2
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: SAML enabled clarity doesn't support direct logon to the Modern UX.We have
been telling our customers that New UX doesn't support the SAML integration, but customers
have been asking for this feature a lot. It's frustrating for customers who tell their end users to
use New UX and then tell them that 'New UX doesn't support SSO, so you need to login to
Classic UI and navigate to New UX'. We gave a workaround but not every customer likes this
solution.
Expected Results: Since the application is SAML enabled, we are expected to login successfully.
Actual Results: We get redirected to the authentication error URL.
Workaround: Login to Classic UI and navigate to the Modern UX.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3

Knowledgebase Article KB 215978
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=215978

DE59753 Modern UX Login page does not respect the Password Rules Custom
Expression Error Message entered in System Options
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Admin
15.9
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: New UI does not respect the custom error message entered in System Options.
Expected Results: Classic UI shows the error correctly.
Actual Results: However, the Modern UI does not use the Error Message that is set.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 208468
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=208468

DE60926 Investment Allocation crashes BG with OOM due to SQL Curves
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Staffing
15.9.1
Major Problem
SUMMARY: Investment Allocation crashes BG with OOM due to SQL Curves.
Expected Results: The Investment Allocation job to complete successfully.
Actual Results: The Investment Allocation never completes and crashes the BG service with
OutOfMemory error. This started happening in 15.9.1 with introduction of SQL Curves. In the
heap dump we see the issue happens in:projmgr.rule.investment_tsv_data_batchedQuery that
causes the crash:select a.*
, r.resource_type
, tm.prid teamId
from
prassignment a
, prteam tm
, srm_resources r
, prtask t
where
t.prprojectid=?
and a.prtaskid=t.prid
and r.id=a.prresourceid
and tm.prid =
a.team_id and r.resource_type=? projmgr/src/META-INF/projmgr/pmd/rulesPMD.xml has to
be corrected to query specifically the fields that it needs. Other queries in this file are also
impacted.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3, 15.9.2.1
Knowledgebase Article KB 214949
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=214949

DE60912 XOG Accepts Tasks With Assignments or Actuals as Milestones
Category Tasks
Found in Release 15.9.1
Severity Minor Problem

Summary SUMMARY: It is possible to XOG in a task with assignments and/or actuals as a milestone.
Clarity UI does not allow this.
Expected Results: XOG fails with an error because milestones cannot have assignments, actuals
or different start/finish dates.
Actual Results: XOG imports the project and the tasks are now 1 year long tasks with
assignments and/or actuals.
Workaround: None.
Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 214775
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=214775

DE61097 Projects back button takes you to the Project Grid View instead of the
tiles when opening project via Project Tiles
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

UI Infrastructure
15.9.2
Minor Problem
SUMMARY:On the project launched from tiles, Projects back button takes you to the Project
Grid view instead of back to the tiles.
Expected Results: Takes user back to Project Tiles.
Actual Results: Takes user back to Project Grid view.
Workaround: Go back to Project Tiles via the icon on left side.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 215872
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=215872

DE60646 Project Hierarchy Doesn't Display When Child Link Removed
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Portfolios
15.8
Cosmetic
SUMMARY: Project Hierarchy Doesn't Display When Child Link Removed.
Expected Results: That you can view the hierarchy, but the Child rows won't display as a link.
Actual Results: The Hierarchy does not display.
Workaround: If you add more columns on the [Layout] it will start to work again. It appears
around 9-10 fields are needed, but it may be based on the type of fields chosen.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 213256
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=213256

DE60883 DWH failed: error executing CALL
DWH_DISABLE_CONSTRAINTS_SP('DWH_INV_IDEA','FK')
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

DataWarehouse
15.9.1.1
Major Problem
SUMMARY: POSTGRES ONLY. ERROR: Could not remove FK constraint dwh_inv_idea_fk1 on
table dwh_inv_idea. Aborting DWH load.
Expected Results: Incremental Load DWH complete without errors if someone is working with
ideas.
Actual Results: Incremental Load DWH fails with errors if someone is working with ideas.
Workaround: The next run of the Load DWH will complete fine.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 217057
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=217057

DE60978 PostgreSQL database update in CSA
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Install/Upgrade
15.9.2
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: PostgreSQL database update in CSA does not create a dblink due to missing
schema.
Expected Results: To be able to set schema on Data Warehouse page The Save action should
be successful and create the DBLINK
Actual Results: Schema field is missing from Data Warehouse page (not from Database). This
can fail the link creation as it uses this field. The Save action fails with error: ""NSA-0132:
Database link could not be created successfully. Please verify the Database and Data
Warehouse connection details."". The DBLINK has to be created manually by running admin db
create-db-link (works automatically upon Save for Oracle and MSSQL)
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3, 15.9.2.1
Knowledgebase Article KB 217750
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=217750

DE60403 Users are able to create timesheets for periods *before* their hire date
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Timesheets
15.8.1
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Users are able to create timesheets for periods *before* their hire date and after
their Date of Termination in Classic View.

Expected Results: Should not be able to submit timesheet before Date of Hire.
Actual Results: Timesheet is submitted, approved and posted even if time has been entered
prior to the DOH.
Workaround: None.
Fixed in Release 15.9.3, 15.9.2.1, 15.8.1.6
Knowledgebase Article KB 212309
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=212309

DE60559 Unable to open custom object instance after adding calculated string
type attribute with text that is containing single quotes
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Studio
15.9.1
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Unable to open custom object instance after adding calculated string type
attribute with text that is containing single quotes.
Expected Results: You should be able to open an instance successfully.
Actual Results: You get an ERROR System error. Contact system administrator.
Workaround: Remove single quotes from your text or create text attribute with Read-only and
default set to the same text above.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 213019
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=213019

DE61100 The MUX Status displays up to 100 tasks. If you include more than a 100
tasks on the Status of the MUX, only 100 will be displayed.
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Project
15.9.1
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: The MUX Status displays up to 100 tasks. If you include more than a 100 tasks on
the Status of the MUX, only 100 will be displayed.
Expected Results: All tasks included for the Status are displayed.
Actual Results: Up to 100 tasks are displayed.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 215900
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=215900

DE61160 'Go to Timesheets' does not take user to the Correct Timesheet
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Timesheets
15.9.1
Major Problem
SUMMARY: The Modern UX Timesheets Grid/List page details link 'Go to Timesheet' does not
go to correct timesheet when logged in as self.
Expected Results: The link should direct to the user's specified time period in the My
Timesheets page.
Actual Results: The timesheet that is opened in the My Timesheets page is the timesheet in the
current period.Therefore, if selecting the user's own timesheets via the link, it will only go to
the current Timesheet in the My Timesheet carousel.
Workaround: Manually navigate to the correct timesheet.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 216110
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=216110

DE60976 Populate from Assignment resets the Per Period Widget View
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Financials
15.9.2
Major Problem
SUMMARY: Populate from Assignment resets the Per Period Widget View.
Expected Results: The costs to populate, whilst keeping the current widget configuration and
view intact.
Actual Results: The cost populate, the view is reset to 72 periods (Cost plan Start date and Cost
Plan Finish Date) and the view name appears in Italic as modified.
Workaround: Reset everything in the view back manually again.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3, 15.9.2.1
Knowledgebase Article KB 215343
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=215343

DE58162 Setting up Alternate Log directory in CSA will not move all the logs there,
missing system logs, access logs, admin.log etc.
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Install/Upgrade
15.8.1
Major Problem
SUMMARY: Setting up Alternate Log directory in CSA will not move all the logs there, missing
system logs, access logs, admin.log etc.
Expected Results: All newly updated logs to be created and updated in C:\testlog.

Actual Results: Some logs are created there, such as ""-ca.log, -trace.xml etc, but the -system
logs, the access logs and admin.log are missing and still updated in $clarity/logs directory upon
services restart or admin command runs. When the Alternate folder is not called ""logs"" most
of the logs are not going there.
Workaround: None.
Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 200615
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=200615

DE59719 Multiple Task Selection Issue in OWB After Editting Tasks
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

MSP/OWB
15.6
Cosmetic
SUMMARY: When editing tasks in OWB, some of the rows might shrink after the edit and after
selecting one of those tasks, multiple tasks will be selected at once.
Expected Results: Tasks should not reduce its height. On clicking one to select, only one task
should be selected.
Actual Results: Tasks have two different heights. On clicking one to select, multiple (normally
2-3) tasks are selected. Row height is normalized.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 208249
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=208249

DE60407 Static Dependent Lists lookup attribute values are not displayed in the
Modern UX, instead the dropdown list shows - - None - Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

UI Infrastructure
15.8.1
Major Problem
SUMMARY: Static Dependent Lists lookup attribute values are not displayed in the Modern UX,
instead the dropdown list shows - - None - -.
Expected Results: Values are presented for selection and listed in the dropdown.
Actual Results: Values for selection are not presented in the list and the list displays - - None - in the dropdown. Note: the issue does not happen in Classic UI and the values are present in
the Classic UI.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 213083
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=213083

DE61267 Creating Multiple instances of Level 2 Sub object in New UX with a
Parameterized lookup causes the values to Disappear
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Studio
15.9.2
Major Problem
SUMMARY: Creating Multiple instances of Level 2 Sub object in New UX with a Parameterized
lookup causes the values to disappear. Actual data is not gone and a refresh shows the data.
However this causes confusion for the users.
Expected Results: The lookup value entered for Dependent lookup should display.
Actual Results: The lookup value entered disappears in the list.
Workaround: Actual data is not gone and a refresh shows the data.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3, 15.9.2.1
Knowledgebase Article KB 216791
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=216791

DE60201 In the Modern UX when not attempting to update money type attribute
it is observed a refresh happening and value appears to disappear and
come back up prompting confusion to the end users
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

UI Infrastructure
15.9.1
Major Problem
SUMMARY: In the Modern UX when not attempting to update money type attribute it is
observed a refresh happening and value appears to disappear and come back up prompting
confusion to the end users.
Expected Results: It should not force refresh if no value was updated.
Actual Results: A refresh is happening even though no update to the field was made.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 211212
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=211212

DE56484 A Large String field locked by a process loses it's formatting and does not
wrap
Category BPM
Found in Release 15.7
Severity Cosmetic

Summary SUMMARY: A Large String field locked by a process loses it's formatting and does not wrap.
This behavior is particularly problematic when we write URLs into the text box and lock that
field. Because URLS do not have any space breaks.
Expected Results: The display format of the locked attributes remains the same.
Actual Results: The locked attributed loses its display format and becomes one continuous
piece of text.
Workaround: None.
Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 196075
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=196075

DE61044 Per Period Metrics deadlock with Time slicing job
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Admin
15.9.2
Major Problem
SUMMARY: An Exception occurred while trying to update an object instance assignment error
is generated when the time slicing job is run and updates are made to Per Period Metrics. This
error can happen if updating cells one by one, pasting data, or clicking refresh using Group By.
When the error happens some of the data entered is reverted back to the previous set value.
This is more noticeable if the time slicing job takes longer to process (about 30 seconds or
more).
Expected Results: Refresh completes successfully and data changes are saved post refresh.
Actual Results: Intermittently, a Toaster error message: An Exception occurred while trying to
update an object is generated. Additionally, some of the data reverts back to the previous
values. In the app-ca.logs, a deadlock error is shown:ERROR 2021-05-21 09:31:55,509 [httpnio-1577-exec-456] rest.validation (clarity:admin:..::PPM_REST_API)
com.niku.union.odf.exception.ODFServiceException: An exception occurred while trying to
update an object instance assignmentCaused by:
com.niku.union.persistence.PersistenceDeadlockException: SQL error code: 1205Error
message: [CA Clarity][SQLServer JDBC Driver][SQLServer]Transaction (Process ID 53) was
deadlocked on lock resources with another process and has been chosen as the deadlock
victim. Rerun the transaction.Note: This issue also happens while copying and pasting data into
per period metrics cells and also trying data cell by cell.
Workaround: Run the Time Slicing job less frequently to help avoid the issue.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3, 15.9.2.1
Knowledgebase Article KB 215686
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=215686

DE61274 Growing REST calls and database connections on MUX Timesheets (GCP)
Category Timesheets
Found in Release 15.9.1.1
Severity Minor Problem

Summary SUMMARY: Growing REST calls and database connections on Modern UX Timesheets grid,
Performance issue on PostgreSQL with over 900K timesheets in both Open and Closed Time
Periods.
Expected Results: Application to be working as expected.
Actual Results: Database bottleneck, connections increase to 300, 500 very quickly. If not
killed, all 1000 connections are consumed and there is an application outage. SQL queries
getting stuck.
Workaround: None. RESOLUTION IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS: Behavior Change with this fix:By
default, only Timesheets for Open Time Reporting Periods are shown and timesheets for
Closed Time Reporting Periods are not shown now.Behavior when adding the below filter
conditions for the field 'Time Period Is Open' (API Attribute ID: timePeriodIsOpen):
timePeriodIsOpen - Not as part of any filter condition submitted - Will show timesheets for
OPEN periods only. timePeriodIsOpen = 1 (Yes) - Will show timesheets for OPEN periods only.
timePeriodIsOpen = 0 (No) - Will show timesheets for CLOSED periods only. timePeriodIsOpen Filter: isNotEmpty - Will show timesheets for both OPEN and CLOSED periods.
Fixed in Release 15.9.3, 15.9.2.1
Knowledgebase Article KB 216761
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=216761

DE60061 Slow Update Earned Value and Cost Totals Performance with SQL Curve
on (starting 15.9.1)
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Admin
15.9.1
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Update Earned Value and Cost Totals job has slow performance with SQLCurves
enabled in 15.9.1.
Expected Results: The job to run within reasonable time comparable to the time in the pre15.9.1 version.
Actual Results: The Update EV and Cost Totals job is significantly slower when SQL Curves are
enabled which is the stock configuration in 15.9.1.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3, 15.9.2.1
Knowledgebase Article KB 210316, 213325
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=210316

DE57676 When attempting to create a project in either New UX or Classic using a
template Location value is missing from prj_obs_associations table
Category Project
Found in Release 15.8
Severity Cosmetic

Summary SUMMARY: When attempting to create a project in either New UX or Classic using a template,
the Location value is missing from prj_obs_associations table. After the project is created
either from Classic or Modern, the record is inserted into the prj_obs_associations table when
there is a 'Save' done on the page that contains the Location field.The user should not have to
do this. When the Location OBS value is set, it should also insert the record into the
prj_obs_assocations table.
Expected Results: Location value should be present in prj_obs_associations when a project is
created.
Actual Results: Location value is missing from the prj_obs_associations table after initial
project creation.
Workaround: Ensure Location is available on the Create screen, but this only applies when a
project created in Classic, but not if created in New UX.
Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 199075
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=199075

DE61382 Living Status Report - Tasks do not display in 'NEXT 2 WEEKS' calendar if
the Task Finish date is the first Monday
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Project
15.9.2
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: All Tasks with finish date that coincides with the first Monday of the 'next 2 weeks'
calendar, are not displayed in the 'next 2 weeks' calendar in the Living Status Report.
Expected Results: Two (2) Tasks with a finish date of 6/21/2021 should be displayed in the
Living Status Report on the 'NEXT 2 WEEKS' Calendar widget.
Actual Results: They are not displayed. Other tasks are displayed.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB n/a

DE60072 Resource Finder Page throws [en - Unable to process request - Server or
Network error]
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Studio
15.9.1
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: When a user tries to scroll to the next page on 'Find Resources' page the following
error gets generated. [en - Unable to process request - Server or Network error].
Expected Results: The Next page gets displayed.

Actual Results: An error gets displayed - [en - Unable to process request - Server or Network
error].
Workaround: None.
Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 210413
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=210413

DE56233 Grand child parameterized lookup that has three levels of parent child
associations is not showing values in the list
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Studio
15.7.1
Major Problem
SUMMARY: Grand child parameterized lookup that has three levels of parent child associations
is not showing values in the list. When we remove grand parent and parent from display of the
list page the child values no longer show, the values are built off dependent lookups.
Expected Results: You should be able to see data for grand child parameterized lookup in the
list.
Actual Results: You are unable to see data for grand child parameterized lookup in the list.
Workaround: Add either Associated Goals (grand parent) or Associated Strategic Initiatives
(parent) attributes.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 194805
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=194805

DE60687 Performance on opening a Roadmap on odf_scenarios
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Roadmaps
15.9
Major Problem
SUMMARY: Performance on opening a Roadmap on odf_scenarios.
Expected Results: The query to return in a reasonable time.
Actual Results: The query is extremely slow and takes over 3 min. The slowness is happening
on persistence ID odf-pmd.odf_scenario.select-list-rest-api-conditional.map.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3, 15.9.2.1
Knowledgebase Article KB 212971
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=212971

DE61432 Progress Field not Defaulting correctly in Modern UX

Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Project
15.9.2
Cosmetic
SUMMARY: Progress field not defaulting correctly in Modern UX. The out of the box Progress
field on the Investment and Project objects is defaulted to 'Started', and it is also set to
'Started' in all project templates. When a new project is created using a template in the
Modern UX the Progress field is set to 'Not Started', so it appears it is not picking up the default
correctly. This does not happen if the project is created using a template in Classic.
Expected Results: The newly created project will be having the Progress attribute value of
'Started'.
Actual Results: The newly create project is having the attribute value of 'Not Started'.
Workaround: Manually update the field.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 217762
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=217762

DE60481 Error 401 User Not Registered Error in Advanced Reporting
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Jaspersoft Integration
15.8
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Error 401 User Not Registered Error while following the below steps to reproduce.
Expected Results: The user should be able to navigate back to the home page or see some
meaningful message.
Actual Results: The user gets Error 401 User is not registered on the reporting server.
Workaround: Provide user the Advance Reporting Create rights (Advanced Reporting - Ad Hoc
Create).

Fixed in Release 15.9.3, 15.8.1.6
Knowledgebase Article KB 212726
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=212726

DE61283 OBS not getting set on a project created from a template
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Project
15.9.2
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Modern UX - Default OBS is used instead of the OBS from the Template. In the
15.9.2 MUX the OBS field is assigned from the Studio 'Default' value, not from the template
used to create the Project.
Expected Results: The Department OBS should match the Department OBS from the template.
Actual Results: The Studio Default Department OBS unit is assigned instead.

Workaround: Update the Department OBS after the creation.
Fixed in Release 15.9.3, 15.9.2.1
Knowledgebase Article KB 216843
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=216843

DE61201 Create from Template-Dialog with Department OBS field fails to create a
project
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Blueprints
15.9.2
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: In Clarity Modern UX when a 'Department OBS' attribute is added to 'Create from
Template' secton in a Project Blueprint, creating a new project instance from the template fails
with an error message - 'Failed to create project'.
Expected Results: Project is created with the inputs that are specified in the dialog.
Actual Results: Error message 'Failed to create project' displayed.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 217042
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=217042

DE61276 Custom Large String Plain text fields too small and not able to be
configured in Clarity
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

UI Infrastructure
15.9.2
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Custom Large String plain text attributes are displaying as scrollable fields and the
size of the field is very small, making it difficult to view the content.
Expected Results: Large string plain text field should show as the configured size from the
Blueprint.
Actual Results: Field size is reduced and content shows up in scrollable box.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 216796
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=216796

DE59566 Classic UX - Receiving an 'Error 401 - Unauthorized' error when adding
Incidents/Other Work by using the Add and Select More button, if the
user does not have 'Timesheets - Edit All' access right

Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Incidents
15.7.1
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Classic UX - Receiving an 'Error 401 - Unauthorized' error when adding
Incidents/Other Work by using the Add and Select More button, if the user does not have
'Timesheets - Edit All' access right.
Expected Results: To be able to add another a second incident instance.
Actual Results: Error 401 - Unauthorized. You are not authorized to view the page. If you are
sure you have access, try logging in again or contact your system administrator. Opposed to
what happens with the OW instances, the incidents are not added.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 207252
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=207252

DE61375 The MUX project tasks tab hangs on loading data if the user does not
have Task Management access rights.
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Tasks
15.8.1
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: The MUX project tasks tab hangs on loading data if the user does not have Task
Management access rights. The relevant API error is thrown but the tab hangs in Loading data
instead of showing a blank task list - Error: API-1007 : You are not authorized to process
request. Contact your system administrator for necessary security rights.
Expected Results: The Tasks tab does not display any tasks as the user does not have rights.
You get an error: API-1007 : You are not authorized to process request. Contact your system
administrator for necessary security rights.
Actual Results: You get the error, but the tab hangs on Loading Data. the tab should display no
records instead.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 217369
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=217369

DE60880 Timesheet in MUX does not match Classic view when the effort is
configured in Days.
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Timesheets
15.9.1
Major Problem
SUMMARY: Timesheet in MUX does not match Classic view when the effort is configured in
Days. When changing the effort to Hours, they match.

Expected Results: The timesheet should match what was entered in the Classic view.
Actual Results: The timesheet is showing more than what was entered. When changed Effort
to Hours, it matches Classic view. Database is correct as well.
Workaround: None.
Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB n/a

DE57735 Error while browsing resources on a project through Team Resource
Finder: Error [en - Unable to process request - Server or Network error]
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Staffing
15.8
Major Problem
SUMMARY: Error while browsing resource properties through the Resource Finder on a project
team tab: Error [en - Unable to process request - Server or Network error]It may not occur the
first time you log in and do the steps, but try a couple of times and once you get the message,
it appears all the time in that session.
Expected Results: The system should display the Find Resource page.
Actual Results: The first few times you run through the STR, the navigation will close the popup window and return the user to the Team tab.But eventually, the system throws up an error
message: ""Unable to process request- Server or Network error"". Once the error appears, it
continues to do this until you log out.
Workaround: Log out and Log in again will allow you to do it successfully a few times before it
happens again.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 199185
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=199185

DE61062 Cost plan population does not display ""Loading data… Please wait""
correctly
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Financials
15.9.2
Major Problem
SUMMARY: Cost plan population does not display ""Loading data… Please wait"" correctly.
Expected Results: The Loading data… Please wait message to display immediately and to
remain for the duration of the Cost plan update.
Actual Results: The system appears not to do anything for at least a minute, then the message
appears just few second before the update of the fields showsThis leads to users attempting
multiple times and system overload.

Workaround: None.
Fixed in Release 15.9.3, 15.9.2.1
Knowledgebase Article KB 215737
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=215737

DE57439 Cost Plan Details Last Updated date and Updated By will not update per
row but for the entire plan
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Financials
15.8.1
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Cost Plan Details Last Updated date and Updated By will not update per row but
for the entire plan.
Expected Results: Only the updated row should have a new value for Last Updated Date and
Updated by.
Actual Results: All rows in the Cost plan detail will be updated with the same information for
Last Updated Date and Updated by even though they were not updated at this time with this
user.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 198048
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=198048

DE61162 Read-only field is editable in the Board View on a Custom Investment
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

UI Infrastructure
15.9.1
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: For custom investments, the ability to drag and drop on the Board view, overrides
the value of a read-only attribute. On a custom investment object, a lookup attribute was
created as read-only. The reason to make it read-only is because when the attributed is
configured to display in the Custom Investment Board View, when dragging the board from
column to column, it would be expected that it will prohibit users from doing so.However, the
drag and drop is possible, making the read-only property not honored, as it changes the lookup
value. Also, the 'NEW CARD' link allows the user to create new cards in the columns for this
Read-Only field.
Expected Results: Drag-and-drop should not be allowed as this overrides the read-only setting.
Actual Results: Drag-and-drop is possible. It is not editable in the Grid layout, but is editable in
the Board layout.
Workaround: Use the Field Level Security to set the attribute to 'View' by all groups and the
Board will generate a toaster message to indicate the field cannot be edited.This will also
prevent the creation of new records in any columns for the read-only field.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3

Knowledgebase Article KB 216162
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=216162

DE59094 Transaction Review (Financial Plans in New UX) portlet: pagination does
not work
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Financials
15.8
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Transaction Review (Financial Plans in New UX) portlet: pagination does not work.
Expected Results: Pagination works and you get to display the second page
Actual Results: It states pagination has been done, but the results shown are as per first page
Additional information: In 15.9.1 a new Actual Transactions portlet has been added to the
Financials Module. This displays the transaction data and pagination works on this portlet.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 205284
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=205284

DE61281 Roadmaps: Unable to change Total Capital or Total Operating cost in
Roadmaps Grid
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Roadmaps
15.9.2
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Unable to zero out / change Total Capital or Total Operating Cost in the Roadmaps
Grid view. It reverts back to the original number (or some other value that is different value
than what was entered).
Expected Results: Capital Cost and Operating Cost change to ‘0’ zero.
Actual Results: Capital cost and/or Operating Cost revert back to original Capital Cost and/or
Operating Cost (or a different amount than 0).
Workaround: Change the Finish Date of the Investment in the Roadmap to a different date,
then update it back to the correct date. Now you are able to edit the Capital Cost and
Operating Cost as expected. This will need to be done each time after the Roadmap is synced.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3, 15.9.2.1
Knowledgebase Article KB 216664
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=216664

DE57828 Load Data Warehouse performance on DWH_INV_TASK_HIERARCHY
Category DataWarehouse
Found in Release 15.8.1
Severity Minor Problem

Summary SUMMARY: The 'Load Data Warehouse' job has poor performance on
DWH_INV_TASK_HIERARCHY when it is executed as an incremental job.
Expected Results: The Incremental to run within a reasonable time.
Actual Results: The Incremental job is taking 40 min to 1 hour although no data has been
modified. Most of this time is spent on DWH_INV_TASK_HIERARCHY.
Workaround: None.
Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 199367
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=199367

DE61068 Flyout fields stick if Edit not exited correctly
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

UI Infrastructure
15.9.2
Cosmetic
SUMMARY: Flyout fields stick if Edit not exited correctly.
Expected Results: To be able to make changes.
Actual Results: As soon as you switch Start and Finish, Note The Configure/Exit link disappears.
The fields stick and all changes done are reverted back.
Workaround: Make sure you Exit correctly after any changes and reopen the flyout again.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 215743
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=215743

DE61245 Some Roadmaps Swimlane and Color By values get blanked out
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Roadmaps
15.9.2
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Roadmaps Swimlane and Color By values get blanked out after about 25 or more
picklists in the drop down. So, the more picklists you have, the more values / area that shows
blank.
Expected Results: All values in the drop down are displayed.
Actual Results: Some values are blanked out and you cannot read the value.
Workaround: Select any visible value at the top of list. Scrolling down reveals remaining values
with value names displayed.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 216661
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=216661

DE61327 Roadmap - 'Percent' Attribute is Missing from Timeline View
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Roadmaps
15.9.2
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: A created Percent attribute on Roadmap does not display in the 'Timeline' view in
15.9.2. The attributes displayed in previous releases, and also displays in other View types.
Expected Results: The created attribute should display in the list.
Actual Results: The attribute is missing.
Workaround: You can only see the value on the Board and Grid layouts.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 217100
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=217100

DE61447 Unable to change value of custom OBS if field is audited in custom
investment
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Admin
15.9.2
Major Problem
SUMMARY: Unable to change value of custom OBS if field is audited.
Expected Results: Value should be changed
Actual Results: An exception occurred while trying to update the object instance"" custom
investment"" received
Workaround: Remove field from audit trail of custom investment.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 218921
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=218921

DE61531 After action item is set to approved, it does not move automatically to
completed
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

BPM
15.9.1
Major Problem
SUMMARY: Unable to move action items from approved to closed automatically. You have to
click the “Run-Event-Waiting Steps” manually.
Expected Results: Action item moved from approved to closed.
Actual Results: Action item remains as approved.

Workaround: Run-Event-Waiting Steps.
Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB n/a

DE61541 Incremental Load DWH is failing when transactions are getting updated
with oracle database
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

DataWarehouse
15.8
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Incremental Load DWH is failing when transactions are getting updated with oracle
database.
Expected Results: The load data warehouse job should finish successfully.
Actual Results: The load data warehouse fails with below error [CA Clarity][Oracle JDBC
Driver][Oracle]ORA-20100: ERROR ENABLING CONSTRAINT. SQLERRM : ORA-02298: cannot
validate (CLARITYDWHP.DWH_FIN_TRANSACTION_FACTS_FK3) - parent keys not found ORA06512: at ""CLARITYDWHP.CMN_ENABLE_CONSTRAINTS_SP"", line 27 ORA-06512: at line 2
Workaround: Set the process to be run via job as incompatible to load data warehouse job.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 218482
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=218482

DE61262 Roadmap Timeline Report Not Showing Attribute Names in Drop Downs
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Roadmaps
15.9.2
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Roadmap Timeline Report Not Showing Attribute Names in Drop Downs.
Expected Results: The drop down choices should be the names of the attributes or picklists.
Actual Results: The drop down choices include the Attribute ID instead of the Attribute Name.
Workaround: The filter fields seem to still work, but the IDs are confusing to users.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 217228
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=217228

DE61263 Roadmap Timeline Report Splitting Swimlanes When Color By Selection is
Chosen
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Roadmaps
15.9.2
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Describe the issue the customer is seeing.

Expected Results: The swimlanes are sorted, and the roadmap items are grouped under the
swimlane with only one instance of the swimlane grouping. This is the same report in 15.9.1.1.
Actual Results: The swimlanes are not sorted, and the roadmap items are grouped under the
swimlane with multiple instances of the swimlane grouping.
Workaround: None
Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 216724
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=216724

DE61261 Roadmap Timeline Report Not Showing Colors from Attributes
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Roadmaps
15.9.2
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Roadmap Timeline Report Not Showing Colors from Attributes.
Expected Results: Roadmap items be colored by status like they were in 15.9.1.
Actual Results: Roadmap items are not colored by status in the report.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 216712
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=216712

DE55028 Securability Fix
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Admin
15.8
Cosmetic
SUMMARY: No Steps revealed for security reasons.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB n/a

DE60996 Upgrade fails on
com.clarity.union.upgrade.UpgradeSeedMissingDeleteAccessRights
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Install/Upgrade
15.9.2
Major Problem
SUMMARY: Upgrade fails on CMN_SEC_ASSGND_OBJ_PERM_INS_SP with COMBINATION IS
INVALID.

Expected Results: The upgrade to complete successfully.
Actual Results: The upgrade fails an error: 5/19/21, 7:49 AM (admin) Exception in thread
""main"" com.niku.union.persistence.PersistenceApplicationException:
java.sql.BatchUpdateException: Batch entry 2 call CMN_SEC_ASSGND_OBJ_PERM_INS_SP
('odf_cst_test_clone_parent', 'RECORD', 'CMN', 'DELETE', 'RIGHT',
'odf_cst_incident_delete_all_test_clone _incident', 'NULL', 1) was aborted: ERROR:
P_OBJECT_CODE ""odf_cst_test_clone_incident_parent"" P_PERMISSION_CODE ""DELETE""
P_OBJECT_TYPE ""RECORD"" P_COMPONENT_CODE ""CMN"" COMBINATION IS
INVALID5/19/21, 7:49 AM (admin) com.niku.dbtools.ant.ExecutableException:
/opt/ppm/upgrade/15.9.2/component/preupgrade/union.xml:31: Java returned: 15/19/21,
7:49 AM (admin)
at
com.niku.dbtools.ant.AntUtil.executeAntScript(AntUtil.java:109)5/19/21, 7:49 AM (admin)
at com.niku.dbtools.ant.AntUtil.executeAntScript(AntUtil.java:84)5/19/21, 7:49 AM (admin)
at com.niku.dbtools.Utilities.executeAntScript(Utilities.java:2409)5/19/21, 7:49 AM (admin)
at com.niku.dbtools.Utilities.run(Utilities.java:2002)5/19/21, 7:49 AM (admin)
at
com.niku.dbtools.Utilities.main(Utilities.java:1055)5/19/21, 7:49 AM (admin) Caused by:
/opt/ppm/upgrade/15.9.2/component/preupgrade/union.xml:31: Java returned: 1
Workaround: Work with Support to get a workaround.
Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 215480
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=215480

DE57736 Incremental Load Data Warehouse performance is slow while populating
table DWH_X_PLAN_ACT_PER_FACTS
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

DataWarehouse
15.7.1
Major Problem
SUMMARY: Incremental Load Data Warehouse performance is slow while populating table
DWH_X_PLAN_ACT_PER_FACTS.
Expected Results: The table DWH_X_PLAN_ACT_PER_FACTS load time should be faster and the
cost of query execution should be minimal.
Actual Results:The table DWH_X_PLAN_ACT_PER_FACTS load time is most expensive and takes
around 5 hour to populate DWH_X_PLAN_ACT_PER_FACTS only and if you generate an explain
plan on the query execution it will be seen that while reading from
DWH_X_PLAN_ACT_PER_FACTS_V to populate DWH_X_PLAN_ACT_PER_FACTS the cost of
query execution is more.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 199187
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=199187

DE59230 (GCP) Load Data Warehouse fails on DWH_X_PLAN_ACT_PER_FACTS
with duplicate key value violates unique constraint
dwh_x_plan_act_per_facts_u3
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

DataWarehouse
15.9
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: (GCP) Load Data Warehouse fails on DWH_X_PLAN_ACT_PER_FACTS with
duplicate key value violates unique constraint dwh_x_plan_act_per_facts_u3
Expected Results: The job to run consistently fine.
Actual Results: One of the instances failed with error: ENCOUNTERED EXCEPTION WHILE
INSERTING FROM DWH_X_PLAN_ACT_PER_FACTS. duplicate key value violates unique
constraint ""dwh_x_plan_act_per_facts_u3"" INSERT INTO DWH_X_PLAN_ACT_PER_FACTS
SELECT A.PLAN_KEY, A.PLAN_DETAIL_KEY, A.INVESTMENT_KEY, A.PERIOD_KEY,
A.COST_TYPE_KEY, A.TRANSACTION_CLASS_KEY, A.CHARGE_CODE_KEY, A.DEPARTMENT_KEY,
A.INPUT_TYPE_CODE_KEY, A.LOCATION_KEY, A.USER_VALUE1_KEY, A.USER_VALUE2_KEY,
A.RESOURCE_CLASS_KEY, A.RESOURCE_KEY, A.ROLE_KEY, A.ACTUAL_UNITS, A.ACTUAL_COST,
A.ACTUAL_REVENUE, A.CLARITY_UPDATED_DATE, TO_TIMESTAMP('18-dec-2020 12:09:47',
'dd-mon-yyyy hh24:mi:ss') FROM DWH_X_PLAN_ACT_PER_FACTS_V AIndex details: CREATE
UNIQUE INDEX dwh_x_plan_act_per_facts_u3 ON dwh_x_plan_act_per_facts USING btree
(plan_detail_key, plan_key, investment_key, period_key, cost_type_key,
transaction_class_key, charge_code_key, department_key, input_type_code_key,
location_key, user_value1_key, user_value2_key, resource_class_key, resource_key, role_key)
Workaround: When we run a Full Load after that there is no problem. The issue is intermittent.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 205788
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=205788

DE60998 Load Data Warehouse missing project data
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

DataWarehouse
15.9.2
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Load Data Warehouse missing project data.
Expected Results: The project to be included in DWH.
Actual Results: The project is missing from DWH in DWH_INV_PROJECT.
Workaround: Run the Full Load again, whilst making sure nobody is updating the project.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 215494
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=215494

DE61021 Data Warehouse missing allocation data
Category DataWarehouse

Found in Release 15.8.1
Severity Minor Problem
Summary SUMMARY: Data Warehouse Incremental missing allocation data.
Expected Results: The project and all project data to be added to DWH.
Actual Results: The project is added but some data is missing. For example, we can see a
difference by running the queries below against Clarity and DWH:select team_key,
sum(ALLOC_HOURS) from dwh_inv_team_per_facts_vgroup by team_keyselect team_key,
sum(ALLOC_HOURS) from DWH_INV_TEAM_PERIOD_FACTSgroup by team_keyThe entries are
not in Data warehouse.
Workaround: Run the Full Load again.
Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 215586
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=215586

DE61421 Avatar initials incorrect: Tasks List module
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Tasks
15.9.1
Cosmetic
SUMMARY: Avatar initials incorrect: Tasks List module when the user has 2 names in the Last
Name field.
Expected Results: The avatar initials to be JS (Initials of First name-Last name).
Actual Results: The avatar initials are not correct at the assignment side: it shows as JA.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 217735
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=217735

DE60204 REST API - 'defaultAllocationPercent' is null when 'expand' is used to
fetch team details in Projects API
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Staffing
15.9.1
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: REST API - 'defaultAllocationPercent' is null when 'expand' is used to fetch team
details in the projects API.
Expected Results: The value in Step 5 and 7 are identical.
Actual Results: The value in Step 5 is NOT NULL. Whereas the value in Step 7 is NULL. Notice
that the same issue does not arise with the 'ETC' attribute.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 211236
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=211236

DE60467 Unable to run an execute a process job via Run Job action in the process
as well as from the action in the object
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

BPM
15.5.1
Major Problem
SUMMARY: Unable to run an execute a process job via Run Job action in the process as well as
from the action in the object.
Expected Results: You should be able to run the execute the process job from the process
action.
Actual Results: You get an error ""BPM-0531: The job invoked from the step has failed."".
Workaround: Don't make the parameter Read-only.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 220021
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=220021

DE61591 Totals fields incorrectly display the amount for the entire duration of a
project /roadmap item instead of the Sum of the Periods selected
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

UI Infrastructure
15.9.2
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Totals such as Total Capacity, Capital Cost and Operating Cost the totals for the
entire duration of a project if the respective per period metrics are not selected instead of the
duration based on Start Period and End Period. This happens even though Totals Column is set
to Sum of Periods in View Options.
Expected Results: Total Capacity displays as 1,000 (for the Q2 quarters selected from 2021-Q3
to end of 2021).
Actual Results: Total Capacity displays as 2,000 (includes the amount for the entire duration of
the Roadmap item, instead of the selected periods).
Workaround: Add the respective field to Per Period Metrics.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 218653
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=218653

DE60959 Data in OOTB Project Management domain is inflated by number of
languages in the DWH
Category DataWarehouse

Found in Release 15.9.1
Severity Major Problem
Summary SUMMARY: The Jaspersoft Adhoc View adds a record for each DWH language selected. This
happens only on the project management domain, when creating an adhoc view, the
Assignment costs / actuals are being aggregated due to every DWH language that is set.
Expected Results: A filter should exist on for the language.
Actual Results: Without a language filter, the values are summed/aggregated due to the record
fulfilling each unique DWH language.
Workaround: None.
Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 214247
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=214247

DE61563 MUX - Task's Name Missing in Timeline Layout
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Tasks
15.9.2
Cosmetic
SUMMARY: If a Task's Name has a greater than/lesser than symbol in it, the name is blank
while in the Timeline Layout.
Expected Results: The Task Name should display.
Actual Results: The Task displays in the list, but the name is blank.
Workaround: If the Task is created in the MUX interface, the name gets saved as
""&#60;task2&#62;"", and it displays correctly in the Timeline View.The problem happens if
the characters are saved in the record. It works correctly if the record is saved with the HTML
code value. The Classic Interface does not save with the code value, and neither does the Gantt
view.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 218599
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=218599

DE61075 Data Warehouse table order causes ORA-02298: parent keys not found
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

DataWarehouse
15.9.2
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Data Warehouse table process order causes ORA-02298: parent keys not found.
Expected Results: DWH_INV_TEAM to be loaded before DWH_INV_TEAM_LN and no error
with the job.
Actual Results: DWH_INV_TEAM_LN is loaded first as you can see in DWH_CFG_AUDIT, and
DWH job fails with error. Couldn't execute SQL: ALTER TABLE DWH_INV_TEAM_LN ENABLE
VALIDATE CONSTRAINT DWH_INV_TEAM_LN_FK1 [CA Clarity][Oracle JDBC Driver][Oracle]ORA-

02298: cannot validate (PPM_DWH.DWH_INV_TEAM_LN_FK1) - parent keys not found This
may happen on other tables, confirm in DWH_CFG_AUDIT whether there is a problem with the
order on a specific one..
Workaround: None.
Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 215767
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=215767

DE62008 Project Task Timelines Not Displaying After Deleting Tasks With Actuals
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Tasks
15.9.2
Cosmetic
SUMMARY: Task Timeline View Does Not Render, not showing if a task with actuals is
removed/deleted.
Expected Results: Timeline is shown.
Actual Results: No Timeline view is displayed. The Board and Grid view results display.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 220276
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=220276

DE59626 Modern UX - Static Dependent Lookup produces duplicate values
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Admin
15.9
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: Modern UX - Static Dependent Lookup produces duplicate values.
Expected Results: Values presented for selection are not duplicated.
Actual Results: Values presented for selection are duplicated. Note that this is not the same
behavior in Classic UI. In addition, upon selection of any value presented by the application,
the following error is thrown. Error: CMN-0009: Attribute 'Dependent Attribute' has invalid
Lookup Value 'el_v1'.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 207586
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=207586

DE55737 Problem with Parameterized Lookups in Modern UX not clearing when
main lookup value is changed

Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

UI Infrastructure
15.8
Minor Problem
SUMMARY: This is regarding Parameterized Lookups.When the value of the main Lookup is
changed, the value in the Parameterized Lookup is not cleared in the Modern UX as it does in
Classic UX. The STR uses Department and Location parameterized lookup, however, it occurs
with any paired parameterized lookups.Another example are the Project Type & Project
Category lookups.
Expected Results: The Location is a parameterized lookup and is dependent on the Department
value. Because the Department value is modified, the Location should be cleared out as in the
Classic UX.
Actual Results: The Location value is not cleared out.
Workaround: None.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 193416
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=193416

DE61221 API-1019 error when trying to add choice to new picklist
Category
Found in Release
Severity
Summary

Project
15.9.2
Major Problem
SUMMARY: When trying to create a new choice in a picklist in a custom investment,
intermittently get error: API-1019 : Could not process the request due to internal error. This
issue is intermittent and may be noticed after creating the picklist and attempting to add your
first choice (or a few choices after that). Note: This issue can also be reproduced without
making a change to the view or columns. Sometimes when you click into the custom
investment, then follow steps 5-9 above, the issue happens. A key to reproducing it seems to
have to do with how quickly you move from step 4 to step 5 and 6 in the first use case. It
seems the save still processing may be causing the deadlock.
Expected Results: Add choice is able to be clicked to create a new choice.
Actual Results: Add Choice is disabled and you get error API-1019 : Could not process the
request due to internal error. Error in app-ca.logs: ERROR 2021-06-01 10:47:47,889 [http-nio1577-exec-590] ppm.rest (clarity:admin:136681800__B27E550B-A404-46F0-B2F723E295B52ABE:PPM_REST_API) something happened while updating
positioncom.niku.union.persistence.PersistenceDeadlockException: SQL error code: 1205Error
message: [CA Clarity][SQLServer JDBC Driver][SQLServer]Transaction (Process ID 64) was
deadlocked on lock resources with another process and has been chosen as the deadlock
victim. Rerun the transaction.Executed.
Workaround: Refresh the page.

Fixed in Release 15.9.3
Knowledgebase Article KB 215879
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=215879

